A converter circuit and related technique for providing high power density power conversion includes a reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage coupled to a magnetic converter (or regulation) stage. The circuits and techniques achieve high performance over a wide input voltage range or a wide output voltage range. The converter can be used, for example, to power logic devices in portable battery operated devices.
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POWER CONVERTER WITH CAPACITIVE ENERGY TRANSFER AND FAST DYNAMIC RESPONSE
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The circuits and techniques described herein relate generally to power converters and more particularly to power converters having a capacitive energy transfer and a fast dynamic response.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The advent of portable electronics and low-voltage digital circuitry has resulted in a need for improved DC-DC converters. DC-DC converters that can provide a low voltage output (≤2 V) regulated at high bandwidth, while drawing energy from a higher, wide-ranging input voltage (e.g., typically about a 2:1 range) are particularly useful for supplying battery-powered portable electronics. The size, cost, and performance advantages of integration make it desirable to integrate as much of the DC-DC converter as possible, including control circuits, power switches, and even passive components. Moreover, it is often desirable, if possible, to integrate the power converter or portions thereof with the load electronics.

One common approach is the use of a switched-mode power converter in which energy is transferred from the converter input to output with the help of intermediate energy storage in the magnetic field of an inductor or transformer. Such magnetic-based designs include synchronous buck converters, interleaved synchronous buck converters, and three-level buck converters. Designs of this type can efficiently provide a regulated output from a variable input voltage with high-bandwidth control of the output.

For magnetic-based designs operating at low, narrow-range input voltages, it is possible to achieve extremely high switching frequencies (up to hundreds of Megahertz), along with correspondingly high control bandwidths and small passive components (e.g., inductors and capacitors). It also becomes possible to integrate portions of the converter with a microprocessor load in some cases. These opportunities arise from the ability to use fast, low-voltage, process-compatible transistors in the power converter. At higher input voltages and wider input voltage ranges, much lower switching frequencies (on the order of a few MHz and below) are the norm, due to the need to use slow extended-voltage transistors (on die) or discrete high-voltage transistors. This results in much lower control bandwidth, and large, bulky passive components (especially magnetics) which are not suitable for integration or co-packaging with the devices.

Another conversion approach that has received a lot of attention for low-voltage electronics is the use of switched-capacitor (SC) based DC-DC converters. This family of converters is well-suited for integration and/or co-packaging passive components with semiconductor devices, because they do not require any magnetic devices (inductors or transformers). An SC circuit includes a network of switches and capacitors, where the switches are turned on and off periodically to cycle the network through different topological states. Depending upon the topology of the network and the number of switches and capacitors, efficient step-up or step-down power conversion can be achieved at different conversion ratios. An example of a step-down SC topology is shown in FIG. 1, which has an ideal conversion ratio $(V_{in} - V_{out})/V_{in} = 2$. When switches $S_{1,1}$ and $S_{2,2}$ are closed, the capacitors are charged in series as illustrated in FIG. 1A, and when switches $S_{1,2}$ and $S_{2,1}$ are closed, the capacitors are discharged in parallel as illustrated in FIG. 1B.

SC DC-DC converters have been described in prior art literature for various conversion ratios and applications, and the technology has been commercialized. These types of converters have found widespread use in low-power battery-operated applications, thanks to their small physical size and excellent light-load operation.

There are, however, certain limitations of the switched-capacitor DC-DC converters that have prohibited their widespread use. Chief among these is the relatively poor output voltage regulation in the presence of varying input voltage or load. The efficiency of switched capacitor converters drops quickly as the conversion ratio moves away from the ideal (rational) ratio of a given topology and operating mode. In fact, in many topologies the output voltage can only be regulated for a narrow range of input voltages while maintaining an acceptable conversion. Another disadvantage of early SC converters is discontinuous input current which has been addressed in some prior art approaches. These new techniques, however, still suffer from the same degradation of efficiency with improved regulation as previous designs.

One means that has been used to partially address the limitations of switched-capacitor converters is to cascade a switched capacitor converter having a fixed step-down ratio with a linear regulator or with a low-frequency switching power converter having a wide input voltage range to provide efficient regulation of the output. Another approach that has been employed is to use a switched-capacitor topology that can provide efficient conversion for multiple specific conversion ratios (under different operating modes) and select the operating mode that gives the output voltage that is closest to the desired voltage for any given input voltage. None of these approaches, however, are entirely satisfactory in achieving the desired levels of performance and integration.

A challenge, then, is to achieve the small size and ease of integration often associated with SC-based power converters.
while maintaining the high-bandwidth output regulation and high efficiency over a wide input voltage range associated with magnetics-based designs.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

A converter circuit and related technique for providing high power density power conversion includes a reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage coupled to a magnetic converter (or regulation) stage. One objective of the circuits and techniques described herein is to provide high power density power conversion circuits which convert an input voltage to an output voltage. In some cases, the circuit converts input voltages to output voltages which are lower than the input voltages and with a fast transient response. In some cases, the circuits and techniques can achieve high performance over a relatively wide input voltage range. This type of converter can be used to power logic devices in portable battery operated applications, for example, which often experience wide input voltage ranges. In other cases, it may be desirable to operate the power converter circuit so as to provide a relatively wide range of output voltages. This type of converter could be used to power digital circuits with dynamic voltage scaling, or for supplying power to polar RF power amplifiers, for example, where wide output voltage ranges are commonly required.

Conventional (e.g., magnetic-based) power converters must typically employ semiconductor switches that are rated for voltages similar in size to the input voltage. These relatively high-voltage blocking devices are inherently slower than lower-voltage devices, and suffer from a higher on-state resistance or larger gate capacitance which both reduce overall efficiency. It would thus be desirable to have a converter that provides high efficiency and fast regulation of the output over a wide input voltage range. Such a converter that combines the strengths of the SC techniques (ease of integration, light-load performance) with the high efficiency and good regulation of conventional switch-mode power converters would be a significant improvement over conventional designs.

In accordance with the circuits and techniques described herein, a power converter circuit includes a reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage adapted to accept an input voltage at input terminals thereof and provide power conversion at multiple distinct conversion ratios and provide an intermediate output voltage (or more simply, an intermediate voltage) at output terminals thereof wherein the transformation stage is controlled as a function of input voltage such that the intermediate voltage is smaller than the input voltage and varies over a much smaller range (ratio) than the input voltage. The power converter circuit further includes a regulation stage coupled to receive the intermediate output voltage provided by the reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and to provide an output voltage at a pair of regulation stage output terminals.

With this particular arrangement, a reconfigurable switched capacitor converter which can provide efficient power conversion at multiple distinct conversion ratios is provided. By providing the transformation stage as a reconfigurable switched capacitor converter with multiple transformation ratios, the intermediate voltage provided to the regulation stage is smaller than the input voltage and varies over a much smaller range (ratio) than the input voltage. Thus, the regulation stage may operate as a low voltage regulation stage capable of relatively high switching frequencies. Thus a converter able to accept a relatively large input voltage range and provide a relatively large output current range is provided. The transformation stage provides power conversion at multiple distinct conversion (or transformation) ratios as a function of input voltage. For example, the conversion ratio of the transformation stage may be selected from among the allowed set of conversion ratios to keep the intermediate voltage as close to a desired reference voltage or as large as possible below some specified voltage. In some cases, the transformation ratio of the transformation stage may also be selected based on a desired or actual system output voltage. For example, the reference voltage for the intermediate voltage (at the output of the transformation stage) may be set based on the desired output system voltage. In these designs, the conversion (i.e., the transformation) ratios are provided as a function of input voltage such that an intermediate voltage provided at an output of the transformation stage varies over a range of voltages which is smaller (ratio) than the range of voltages over which the input voltage varies.

In another aspect of the concepts described herein, by providing the transformation stage as a reconfigurable switched capacitor converter with multiple transformation ratios, the converter can better supply a range of output voltages while maintaining high-efficiency operation. In some cases, the range of output voltages may be narrower than the input voltage range while in other cases the range of output voltages may be wider than the input voltage range. The transformation stage provides power conversion at multiple distinct conversion (or transformation) ratios as a function of the desired or actual output voltage. For example, the conversion ratio of the transformation stage may be selected from among an allowed or available set of conversion ratios to maintain an intermediate voltage (e.g., a voltage or range of voltages provided at the output of the transformation stage and at the input of the regulation stage) as close to a desired factor more than the output voltage (e.g., twice the desired output voltage) while not having the intermediate voltage exceed an allowed voltage limit or range on the input of the regulation stage. In this manner, the regulation stage can operate over a voltage conversion ratio range that is narrower than the range over which the desired output voltage varies, enabling better design of the regulation stage. In some cases, the transformation ratio of the transformation stage may also be selected based upon the system input voltage. In these designs, the conversion (i.e., the transformation) ratios of the transformation stage are provided as a function of the output voltage or output voltage reference such that an intermediate voltage provided at an output of the transformation stage varies over a range of voltages which is smaller (ratio) than the range of voltages over which the desired output voltage varies. Thus, while the circuit architecture described herein can be used in applications where it is necessary to handle a wide-range-input voltage, the circuit architecture described herein is also valuable for handling wide-range-outputs. Modern digital electronics often operate dynamically over a range of output voltages, and thus it may be desirable to provide a single converter to handle a range of desired output voltages.

Thus, a controller for providing control signals to switches in one or both transformation and regulation stages can utilize either or all of an input voltage, an output voltage and an intermediate voltage to determine what control signals to provide to switching elements within transformation or regulation stages and thus control the operation of the transformation and regulation stages.

In another aspect, the transformation stage and regulation stage each include two or more switches. The switches in the regulation stage are selected to operate at a switching
frequency which is higher than the switching frequency of the switches in said transformation stage. This benefits the efficiency, power density and control bandwidth of the converter. For a given switching frequency at small size scales, the power density of a switched capacitor converter can be much higher than that of a magnetic converter. Moreover, a (low-voltage) magnetic converter stage can be efficiently switched at a much higher frequency than a (high-voltage) switched capacitor converter stage. Thus, operating the SC transformation stage at low frequency and operating the magnetic regulation stage at high frequency provides the best combination of system efficiency and power density. Moreover, as the switching frequency of the regulation stage sets the overall control bandwidth, increased frequency of the regulation stage as compared to the transformation stage enables provision of fast transient performance while maintaining high efficiency.

In accordance with a further aspect of the circuits and techniques described herein, a power converter circuit includes a switched capacitor circuit coupled to an auxiliary high-frequency converter wherein the high-frequency switching converter switches at a switching frequency higher than that of said switched-capacitor circuit and recovers energy normally dissipated when charging capacitors of said switched capacitor circuit.

With this particular arrangement, a switched capacitor converter which can provide efficient power conversion at is provided. This switched capacitor converter may provide efficient conversion at one conversion ratio or in other designs at multiple distinct conversion ratios. The high-frequency switching converter runs at a switching frequency far higher than that of the switched-capacitor circuit and recovers the energy that is normally dissipated when charging and/or discharging the capacitors. The high-frequency switched converter can also provide high-bandwidth regulation of the converter system output. The circuit can be configured such that the difference between the input voltage and the sum of the charging capacitor voltages appears across the input terminals of the fast switching converter. Because this voltage is substantially lower than the switched-capacitor circuit input voltage, the auxiliary regulating converter can utilize fast, low-breakdown semiconductor switches that enable fast operation and regulation. By making the apparent input resistance of the auxiliary converter higher than the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the switched-capacitor and the SC circuit semiconductor switch resistances, a majority of the energy usually lost in capacitor-charging can be recovered. Both of these embodiments allow for a sub 1 V dc output with high-bandwidth control of the output.

In accordance with a still further aspect of the concepts described herein, an integrated CMOS circuit includes a reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage having a transformation stage input port and a transformation stage output port and comprising one or more CMOS switches and one or more discrete or integrated storage elements, said transformation stage configured to accept an input voltage at the transformation stage input port and provide an intermediate voltage at the transformation stage output port; and a regulation stage having a regulation stage input port and a regulation stage output port and comprising one or more CMOS switches implemented as base transistors of a CMOS process and one or more discrete or integrated storage elements, said regulation stage configured to accept the intermediate voltage provided by said reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and configured to provide an output voltage at the regulation stage output port. In a preferred embodiment, the switches in said CMOS reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and said CMOS regulation stage are provided in a single CMOS process. It should be appreciated that in some embodiments, storage elements (e.g., capacitors) in one or both of the reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and/or the regulation stage may not be integrated onto the integrated circuit while in other embodiments, the storage elements in one or both of the reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and the regulation stage may be integrated onto the integrated circuit along with the switches.

In accordance with a still further aspect of the concepts described herein a power converter circuit includes a switched capacitor circuit having a switched-capacitor input port and a switched capacitor output port, said switched-capacitor circuit comprising a plurality of switches and one or more capacitors, said switched-capacitor circuit switching the capacitors between at least two states to transfer energy from the switched-capacitor input port to the switched-capacitor output port, and an auxiliary converter stage coupled to said switched capacitor circuit wherein said auxiliary converter stage switches at a switching frequency higher than that of said switched-capacitor circuit such that said auxiliary converter recovers energy normally dissipated when charging or discharging capacitors of said switched capacitor circuit.

In one embodiment, the auxiliary converter recovers energy normally dissipated when charging capacitors in said
switched capacitor circuit by absorbing an instantaneous
difference between stacked capacitor voltages in said
switched capacitor circuit and an input voltage or an output
voltage of the power converter circuit.
In one embodiment, the auxiliary converter stage com-
prises a plurality of switches, and one or more magnetic
energy storage components and the regulation stage
switches at a frequency which is at least five times that of
the switching frequency of the switched capacitor circuit.
In one embodiment, the switched capacitor circuit and
said auxiliary circuits are provided as CMOS circuits. In a
preferred embodiment, the switches in the CMOS switched
capacitor circuit and CMOS auxiliary circuits are provided
in a single integrated process. In a preferred embodiment,
the switches in the CMOS auxiliary circuits are imple-
mented with base transistors of a CMOS process.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing features of the circuits and techniques
described herein, may be more fully understood from the
following description of the drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a prior art switched-
capacitor circuit;
FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram of a prior art switched-
capacitor circuit in a first state with capacitors charging in
series;
FIG. 1B is a schematic diagram of a prior art switched-
capacitor circuit in a second state with capacitors discharg-
ing in parallel;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a converter having a trans-
formation stage and a regulation stage;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a reconfigurable
switched-capacitor converter having a plurality of capaci-
tors;
FIG. 3A is a schematic diagram of a switched-capacitor
circuit operating at a conversion ratio of one-third (1/3);
FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of a switched-capacitor
circuit operating at a conversion ratio of one-half (1/2);
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a switched-capacitor
circuit operating at a conversion ratio of two-thirds (2/3);
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating charging of a
capacitor with resistive power loss;
FIG. 5A is a schematic diagram illustrating charging of a
capacitor with energy recovery by auxiliary converter;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a power converter circuit
which includes a switched-capacitor converter stage coupled
to a regulating converter stage;
FIG. 7 is a plot of switch configuration vs. voltage; and
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a power converter circuit
which includes a switched-capacitor converter stage coupled
to a regulating auxiliary converter stage which provides a
separate output voltage.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Before describing several exemplary embodiments of
power converter circuits and processes performed by and
on such power converter circuits, it should be appreciated
that, in an effort to promote clarity in explaining the con-
cepts, reference is sometimes made herein to specific
switched capacitor circuits or specific switched capacitor
circuit topologies. It should be understood that such refer-
ces are merely exemplary and should not be construed as
limiting. After reading the description provided herein, one
of ordinary skill in the art will understand how to apply the
concepts described herein to provide specific switched
capacitor (SC) circuits or specific switched capacitor circuit
topologies. For example, while series-parallel SC topologies
may be disclosed herein, such disclosure is provided in the
description of the general concepts described herein. After reading the disclosure provided herein those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that
a series-parallel SC topology is only one of many possible
topologies. It should be understood that although specific
switched capacitor circuits or specific switched capaci-
tor topologies are not specifically disclosed herein,
such circuits still fall within the scope of the concepts
claimed herein.

It should be appreciated that reference is also sometimes
made herein to particular input, output and/or intermediate
voltages and/or voltage ranges as well as to particular
transformation values and/or ranges of transformation val-
ues. It should be understood that such references are
merely exemplary and should not be construed as limiting.

Reference is also sometimes made herein to particular
applications. Such references are intended merely as ex-
emplary should not be taken as limiting the concepts described
herein to that particular application.

Reference is also sometimes made herein to circuits
having switches or capacitors. Its should be appreciated that
any switching elements or storage elements having appro-
 priate electrical characteristics (e.g. appropriate switching or
storage characteristics) may, of course, also be used.

Thus, although the description provided herein below
explains the inventive concepts in the context of a particular
circuit or a particular application or a particular voltage or
voltage range, those of ordinary skill in the art will appreci-
ate that the concepts equally apply to other circuits or
applications or voltages or voltage ranges.

Referring now to FIG. 2, a power converter circuit 10
includes a first stage 12 (also referred to as a “reconfigurable
switched capacitor transformation stage” or a “switched
capacitor stage” or more simply a “transformation stage”) and
a second stage 14 (also referred to as switching con-
verter regulation stage or more simply a “regulation stage”).
A voltage source 15 (here shown in phantom since it is not
properly a part of the power converter circuit 10) is coupled
between a pair of input terminals 12a, 12b of the trans-
f ormation stage of power converter circuit 10 and a load RL,
(also shown in phantom since it is not properly a part of the
power converter circuit 10) coupled to output terminals 14a,
14b of regulation stage 14 and across which is generated an
output voltage VOUT. A controller circuit 16 is coupled to
receive a reference voltage VREF, as well as some or all of
the input and output voltages VIN and/or VOUT and an
intermediate output voltage VS (or more simply, intermediate
voltage V0). Controller 16 receives signals provided
thereto (e.g. any or all of VIN, VOUT and/or intermediate
current V0) and in response thereto (and in accordance with
a desired operating mode) provides control signals on paths
17a, 17b to either or both of the transformation and regu-
lation stages 12, 14, respectively.

Transformation stage 12 receives the input voltage (e.g.
VIN) and operates to provide a transformed or intermediate
voltage VAc at terminals 12C-12D. Thus transformed voltage
VAc is provided to input terminals of regulation stage 14.

It should be appreciated that the input voltage VIN may
vary over a relatively wide voltage range. The particular
voltage range over which the input voltage may vary
depends upon the particular application. For example, in some applications the range of input voltages may be from about 1.5 volts (V) to about 5.0V. In other applications the range of input voltages may be from about 6V to about 12V. In still other applications the input voltage range may be from about 10V to about 14V. For example, in a converter circuit for battery-powered portable electronics applications, operation may be typically be required across an input voltage range from 2.4 V to 5.5 V.

Regardless of the input voltage, however, the transformation stage 12, maintains transformed voltage $V_{ac}$ over a voltage range which is relatively narrow compared with the input voltage range. For example, in the case where the input voltage range is from about 1.5 volts (V) to about 5.0V, the output voltage of the transformation stage 12 may range from about 1.0V to about 1.66V. Furthermore, the transformation of the output voltage of the transformation stage 12 are selected as a function of the input voltage $V_{in}$. For example, the conversion ratio of the transformation stage may be dynamically selected from among the allowed set of conversion ratios that the intermediate voltage $V_I$ will be as large as possible while remaining below a specified maximum voltage. Thus, by adjusting a transformation ratio, transformation stage 12 can accept a wide range of input voltages while maintaining the transformed voltage over a voltage range which is relatively narrow compared with the input voltage range. For example, consider a transformation stage an input voltage range of 1.5 to 5.0 V and having allowed conversion ratios of $1/2$, $1/3$, and $1/4$. It is possible to meet a goal of maximizing an intermediate voltage while at the same time keeping it below a specified maximum of approximately 1.66 V by operating at a conversion ratio of $1/3$ for input voltages from 1.5 V to 2.5 V, operating at a conversion ratio of one half for input voltages from 2.5 V to 3.33 V, and operating at a conversion ratio of $1/4$ for input voltages from 3.33 V to 5 V.

The transformation stage 12 and regulation stage 14 each include one or more switch components and one or more energy storage components. The components which provide the transformation stage 12 are selected such that the transformation stage has a switching frequency which is relatively low compared with the switching frequency of the regulation stage. Thus, the transformation stage may be referred to a low frequency stage while the regulation stage may be referred to as a high frequency, low voltage magnetic. The difference in switching speeds of the transformation stage and regulation stage switches (i.e. the frequency separation between the switching frequencies of the switches) is selected based upon a variety of factors including but not limited to the gating and switching loss characteristics of the switches. It should, of course, be appreciated that a tradeoff must be made between switching frequency and the voltage levels (and range of voltages) that must be accepted by and provided by the transformation and regulation stages.

Transformation stage 12 includes a first plurality of coupled switches 18, 20, 22 coupled between terminal 12a and a terminal 12c.

A first capacitor 24 has a first terminal coupled to a first terminal of switch 18 and a second terminal coupled to a first terminal of a switch 26. A second terminal of switch 26 is coupled to an interconnect path 27 coupled between terminal 12b and a terminal 12d. In this particular embodiment, interconnect path 27 is coupled to a negative terminal of the voltage source 16.

A first terminal of a switch 28 is coupled to the second terminal of capacitor 24 and a second terminal of switch 28 is coupled to a node between switches 20 and 22.

A second capacitor 30 has a first terminal coupled to a first terminal of switch 22 and a second terminal coupled to a first terminal of a switch 32. A second terminal of switch 32 is coupled to the interconnect path coupled between terminal 12b and terminal 12d.

A first terminal of a switch 34 is coupled to the second terminal of capacitor 30 and a second terminal of switch 34 is coupled to a second terminal of switch 22. Thus, by proper operation of switches 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, 32 and 34, capacitors 24 and 30 may be selectively coupled in parallel between terminals 12c and 12d. Alternatively, by proper operation of switches 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, 32 and 34, capacitors 24 and 30 may be selectively coupled in parallel with switches 20, 22, respectively, creating a series stack between terminal 12a and terminal 12c.

It should, of course, be appreciated that the above-described operating mode is merely one of a plurality of different possible operating modes in a reconfigurable circuit. Another exemplary operating mode (or circuit configuration) is illustrated in FIG. 3B. The system dynamically selects between a plurality of possible patterns and thus is said to be dynamically reconfigurable.

The transformation stage 12 corresponds to a reconfigurable switched capacitor converter. By appropriately selecting the switching patterns of the switches from among the possible patterns, the switched capacitor converter is reconfigurable and thus is able to provide efficient power conversion at multiple distinct conversion ratios. The operating mode of the transformation stage 12 is controlled as a function of input voltage. For example, for a large input voltages one can operate the circuit to follow the switching patterns in FIG. 3A, providing 3:1 conversion, while for lower input voltages one can operate the circuit to follow the switching patterns of FIG. 3B, thus providing 2:1 conversion. In this way, transformation stage 12 can efficiently provide an intermediate voltage $V_I$ between terminals 12c, 12d that is smaller than the input voltage $V_{in}$ and which varies over a much smaller range (ratio) than the input voltage $V_{in}$.

The second, or regulating, stage 14 corresponds to a magnetic-based switching power converter which operates from the low, narrow-range (i.e. any range less than the input voltage range; for example, if the ratio of $V_{in}/V_{o}$ equals 2:1 then anything less than that would be considered narrow-range) intermediate voltage to regulate the output voltage $V_{o}$. As this stage operates from a relatively low, narrow input voltage range, it can be designed to operate at relatively higher frequencies. Since component size is related to switching frequency (e.g. the higher the switching frequency, the smaller the component), the circuit may be implemented using passive components which are relatively small in size and which provide high-bandwidth regulation of the output. Thus, power converter 10 converts power in two stages (i.e. the transformation stage 12 and the regulating stage 14) and together, the two stages can provide very small size, high efficiency, and high control bandwidth characteristics.

The transformation or switched-capacitor stage 12 is designed (e.g. by inclusion of multiple switched capacitor building blocks) to efficiently convert power at multiple distinct voltage conversion ratios. The number of capacitors in the converter stage determines both the maximum conversion ratio and the total possible number of distinct conversion ratios. It should thus be appreciated that the particular number of switches and capacitors included in the
transformation stage depends upon a variety of factors including but not limited to the input voltage range for a particular application and the output voltage required for a particular application, and how many different transformation ratios are desired to reduce the intermediate voltage range.

The power converter circuit described herein may be fabricated as an integrated circuit using a CMOS process. In this case, an integrated CMOS circuit includes a reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage provided from one or more CMOS switches and one or more storage elements, in which the storage elements may be realized as either integrated capacitors or external devices. The regulation stage would also be provided from one or more CMOS switches implemented and one or more storage elements. Again, the storage elements may be integrated, discrete, or provided as bond wires. In a preferred embodiment, the switches in said CMOS reconfigurable switched capacitor transformation stage and said CMOS regulation stage are fabricated in a single CMOS process in the case where it is desirable for the switches of the regulation stage to switch at a higher frequency (in some cases a significantly higher frequency) than the switches in the transformation stage, the switches of the regulation stage may be fabricated as base transistors in the CMOS process.

Referring now to FIGS. 3-3C in which like elements are provided having like reference designations, a transformation stage 30 (also referred to as a switched capacitor stage) includes eight switches M1-M8 and three capacitors C1-C3. The switches may be selectively opened and closed as shown in Table 1 below to provide three distinct conversion ratios (in this case, step-down ratios of) 5/3, 2/3, and 5/8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V2/V1</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M6</th>
<th>M7</th>
<th>M8</th>
<th>M9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
<td>clk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_max</td>
<td>½V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
<td>¼V1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SC transformation stage is provided with a digital clock signal clk. A second signal /clk is also provided, which may simply be the complement of clk (i.e., is high when clk is low and low when clk is high), or which may be generated as a non-overlapping complement as is well known in the art. The elements of the first three rows of Table 1 indicate the switching states of the individual switches as the circuit is clocked. Each row shows operation for a different conversion ratio (i.e., operating configuration). An entry clk indicates that the switch is on (closed) when clk is asserted and off (open) otherwise, an entry /clk indicates that the switch is off when the complementary signal /clk is asserted and off otherwise, an entry off indicates that the switch is always off for that conversion ratio, and an entry en indicates that a switch is always on for that conversion ratio.

Referring now to FIG. 3A, with a switching pattern set in accordance with the second row of Table 1, the switched-capacitor circuit 30 provides a step down ratio of one-third (5/3).

Referring now to FIG. 3B, with a switching pattern set in accordance with the third row of Table 1, the switched-capacitor circuit 30 provides a step down ratio of one-half (2/3).

Referring now to FIG. 3C, with a switching pattern set in accordance with the third row of Table 1, the switched-capacitor circuit 30 provides a step down ratio of two-thirds (5/8).

It should be appreciated that the maximum voltage to which any of the devices in transformation stage 30 will be exposed is 5/3 of the input voltage (V1) and some of the devices may see less (5/8V1, 2/3V1) depending upon a selected operating mode. It should be appreciated that all of the devices in transformation stage 30 may be able to block the required voltage to realize all three step-down ratios. For example, M1 must be rated to block 5/3V1, however it only sees 5/8V1 for a step-down ratio of 2/3 and 2/3V1 for step-down ratios of 5/8 and 5/8. If more complicated networks are used (i.e., more switches), it may be possible to realize the same functionality at higher efficiency, but at the cost of area.

The switched capacitor stage 30 is thus controlled to maintain the intermediate voltage Vp within a specified (narrow) range (or window) of voltages as the input voltage varies across a wide range of voltages. The size, maximum voltage and minimum voltage of the output window of the SC transformation stage can be tailored to fit the regulation stage.

Referring now to FIG. 4, one possible windowing scheme for transformation stage 30 (aka switched capacitor stage 30) of FIG. 3 is shown. Transformation stage 30 can accept an input voltage in the range of about 1.5V to about 5.0V (3.3V) and convert it into window of about 0.66V ranging from about 1V to about 1.66V. Various control schemes can be used to accomplish this task. That is, the particular manner in which switches in transformation stage 30 (FIG. 3) are selectively opened and closed to provided a desired transformation ratio may be selected based upon a variety of factors including but not limited to how charge flows in the circuit and how much loss is generated by a particular pattern.

As is understood in the art, the circuit topology and switching patterns are selected such that charge balance is maintained on the charge storage elements (e.g. capacitors), which imposes a rational conversion ratio between the input and the output charge (and current) for a given switching pattern. This conversion ratio is the inverse of the ideal voltage conversion ratio of the circuit for a given switching pattern. In region 32, a transformation ratio of 5/3 is used while in region 34 a transformation ratio of 5/8 is used while in region 36 a transformation ratio of 5/8 is used. It should be appreciated that the waveform of FIG. 4 is selected strictly on Vp, but it should be appreciated that the selection could be made based upon both Vp and Vout. For example, one might select the switching pattern transitions and hence the intermediate voltage window so that the regulation stage can operate near a desired conversion ratio, maximizing efficiency.

The regulating stage can be implemented with numerous topologies for very low output voltages (e.g. sub 1V); good options include a synchronous buck converter, cascode-switch synchronous buck converter, interleaved synchronous buck converter, three-level synchronous buck converter, and four-switch “buck-boost” converter. Very fast transistors, such as base CMOS transistors in an integrated process, can be used in the regulation stage since the input voltage is quite low. This allows the regulation stage to operate at a very high switching frequency, which in turn reduces the size of its passive components.

One option to achieve a very high degree of integration is to fabricate the converter in a multiple-voltage monolithic process (e.g., a process providing for extended drain transistors). The switched capacitor stage can be implemented with higher voltage devices and operated at a relatively low frequency (e.g., 1 MHz) commensurate with the high-voltage devices. The regulating stage can be implemented...
with low-voltage devices, and thus can be operated at considerably higher frequencies (e.g., 100 MHz), providing small volume for the passive components and fast regulation. Alternatively, multi-chip fabrication can be used in which the two stages are implemented in different processes, each optimized for their respective functions.

A converter with a large input voltage range and output current range can thus be realized if a reconfigurable switched capacitor converter with multiple transformation ratios is used as a transformation stage along with a high frequency, low voltage regulation stage. The converter can also take advantage of state-of-the-art CMOS processes that have additional high voltage devices.

The energy loss $E_L$ associated with charging a capacitor $C$ from zero to a voltage $V$ with a series connection from a dc voltage source of value $V$ is $\frac{1}{2}CV^2$, and is independent of the parasitic series resistance $(R)$. Furthermore, for a conventional SC circuit, a fixed amount of charge-up energy loss equal to $\frac{1}{2}CV^2$ will result at each switch interval, where $\Delta V$ corresponds to the difference between the initial and final value of the capacitor voltage. It is important to note that this fixed charge-up loss cannot be reduced by employing switches with lower on-state resistance. It is for this reason that conventional SC converters aim to minimize the variations of the voltage on the capacitors during the charging phase and only operate efficiently at certain conversion ratios. Consequently, conventional SC converters require relatively large capacitors to achieve high efficiency and power levels and do not provide efficient regulation from variable input voltages. As is shown below, a second embodiment of a power converter circuit permits more efficient use of the capacitors, enabling reduction in the required capacitor size and/or improvement in system efficiency. Furthermore, the second embodiment does not require a reconfigurable switched-capacitor network although it may use one.

To understand the approach used in the second embodiment, consider the circuit of FIG. 5A which is a simple example, which illustrates the loss-mechanism for charging of the capacitors in the switched capacitor stage. FIG. 5 is used to explain an example of the charging process of a capacitor $C$, where a resistor $R$ represents the combined equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the capacitor and switch on-state resistance. The capacitor has an initial charge of $V_{in}$ and the switch is closed at $t=0^+$, after $t=0^-$, the difference between voltage $V_{in}$ and the capacitor at each instance in time appears across the parasitic resistor $R$ resulting in dissipation during charging. If charging is allowed to continue for a sufficient period of time, the voltage across the capacitor will charge up to $V_{in}$ and the voltage across the resistor will become 0 V. The voltage across the resistor and the current through it, results in a power loss during the charging phase of the capacitor, which depends on the capacitance and the net charge in the capacitor. It is this loss which limits the efficiency of the switched capacitor stage.

FIG. 5A illustrates a technique to improve the charge-up efficiency of the switched capacitor circuit. In this embodiment, an auxiliary converter 40 operating at a much faster switching frequency than the switched capacitor stage is used to reduce the energy loss of the switched capacitor circuit. The switching frequency of the auxiliary converter should be sufficiently higher than the switched capacitor stage such that the capacitor charging takes place over many switching cycles of the auxiliary converter. A factor of five in switching frequency may be sufficient for this purpose, and factors of ten or more are typical.

The auxiliary converter 40 may be the regulating converter used to supply the output, or it may be a separate converter. The system is designed such that the majority of the difference between the input voltage $V_{in}$ and the capacitor stack voltage $V_C$ appears across the input of the auxiliary converter when the capacitor is charging. Instead of being dissipated as heat in the resistor, the energy associated with charging the capacitor stack is delivered to the output of the auxiliary converter.

FIG. 6 illustrates a possible implementation of the general embodiment discussed above in conjunction with FIG. 5.

Referring now to FIG. 6, a power converter 50 includes a transformation stage 52 and an auxiliary converter and the regulating converter stage 54. Transformation stage 52 includes a plurality of capacitors $C_1, C_2$ and a first group of switches (each labeled $S1$) and a second group of switches (each labeled $S2$). Auxiliary converter and the regulating converter stage 54 includes a plurality of capacitors $C_{small}$, a plurality of switches $S3, S4$, and an inductive element $L_{sink}$. In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 6, a "fast regulating converter" (in this case a synchronous buck converter) serves as both the auxiliary converter and the regulating converter stage 54 for the system 50. Auxiliary converter and the regulating converter stage 54 operates at a switching frequency much higher than that of the switched capacitor stage 52. As the capacitor $C_{small}$ serves only as a filter and bypass for the fast regulating converter, its numerical value can be much smaller than the capacitors $C_1$ and $C_2$ of the switched capacitor transformation stage. When the switched-capacitor stage is configured for charging of $C_1$ and $C_2$ (switches $S1$ closed), the difference between $V_{in}$ and the sum of the voltages across capacitors $C_1$ and $C_2$ appears across the input terminal of the fast regulating converter. $C_1$ and $C_2$ thus charge with low loss, and at a rate determined by the power drawn from the regulating converter to control the system output. Likewise, when the switched-capacitor stage is configured for discharging $C_1$ and $C_2$ in parallel (switches $S2$ closed), the discharge is at a rate based on the power needed to regulate the output.

In operating the system, the switched capacitor stage 52 can be switched (switch sets $S1$ and $S2$ on alternately) such that the voltage $V_x$ at the input of the fast regulating converter stays within a specified window or below a specified voltage. For example, the switches could be controlled such that the capacitor $C_1$ and $C_2$ voltages remain within a specified hysteresis band about $V_{in}/3$, such that the regulating converter sees a maximum input voltage near $V_{in}/3$. Alternatively, the switched capacitor stage can be controlled to provide a specified maximum voltage $V_x$ at the input of the auxiliary converter.

Referring now to FIG. 7, a plot of switch configuration vs. voltage illustrates a control strategy utilizing the above-described technique, where two separate reference voltages are used to ensure that the input voltage of the auxiliary converter does not exceed $V_{x, max}$. In this example, the switches designated by reference number 1 in FIG. 6 are on or closed (series charging of the capacitors) until $V_x$ falls below $V_{ref1}$. At this time, switches 1 turn off or open, and the switches designated with reference numeral 2 turn on (parallel discharging of capacitors), until $V_x$ falls below $V_{ref2}$, at which time the cycle repeats. The reference voltages are set by the maximum auxiliary input voltage $V_{x, max}$, and are given by:
It should be understood that the topology of the fast regulating converter (a buck converter in the example of FIG. 6) can be any type of power converter that is able to provide fast switching and efficient regulation of the output voltage for various input voltages (synchronous buck, three-level synchronous buck, SEPIC, soft switched or resonant converter, etc.). Similarly, the switched-capacitor circuit can be realized with a variety of topologies, depending on desired voltage transformation and permitted switch voltages.

Referring now to FIG. 8, another embodiment of a power converter circuit is shown. The circuit topology shown in FIG. 8 illustrates how the auxiliary converter can be used as a separate energy-recovering device, with an independent output voltage. In this embodiment, two parallel switched-capacitor circuits are employed, operating in anti-phase. When the capacitors of step-down cell 1 are charging in series (switches A closed, switches B open), the capacitors of cell 2 are discharging in parallel. The difference between the input voltage and the sum of the charging capacitors appears across the input terminal of the auxiliary converter. The charging energy can again be recovered by this auxiliary converter, providing a means for improving overall efficiency or increasing power density. It is important to note that the output voltage of the switched-capacitor stage, \( V_{out,aux} \), can be regulated using the auxiliary converter. The auxiliary converter performs the regulating functions in a manner similar to some (lossy) current-controlled strategies. The auxiliary converter can again be any type of fast regulating converter, just as in the example of FIG. 6. The regulated output voltage \( V_{out,aux} \) can be higher or lower than \( V_{out} \), depending on the choice of auxiliary converter. This voltage can be used for a variety of purposes. Examples include, but are not limited to: powering the SC transistors, fed back to the input, delivered to the output, or providing a separate output voltage for applications where that is desirable. \( R_{aux} \) in this circuit can represent the actual load, or may represent the input impedance of another converter or set of converters for regulating system outputs.

Having described one or more preferred embodiments of the circuits, techniques and concepts described herein, it will now become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments incorporating these circuits, techniques and concepts may be used. Accordingly, it is submitted that the scope of the patent should not be limited to the described embodiments, but rather, should be limited only by the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A step-down power converter to receive a first voltage signal at an input port and generate a second voltage signal at an output port with the second voltage signal to be based, at least in part, on the first voltage signal, the step-down power converter comprising:

a plurality of capacitors to be coupled to an inductor via a first set of switches or via a second set of switches to respectively alternate between a first arrangement and a second arrangement so as to facilitate an energy transfer from the input port to the output port of the step-down power converter,

wherein, in the first arrangement, at least one capacitor of the plurality of capacitors to be charged at a first rate and, in the second arrangement, at least one capacitor of the plurality of capacitors to be discharged at a second rate, at least one of the first rate or the second rate to be determined, at least in part, by the inductor.

2. The step-down power converter of claim 1, wherein the inductor is to recover at least some energy during the energy transfer.

3. The step-down power converter of claim 1, wherein, in the first arrangement, at least one additional capacitor of the plurality of capacitors is to discharge at a discharge rate and, in the second arrangement, at least one additional capacitor of the plurality of capacitors is to charge at a charge rate, at least one of the discharge rate or the charge rate to be determined, at least in part, by the inductor.

4. The step-down power converter of claim 3, wherein, in the first arrangement, the at least one capacitor is to be coupled in series with the at least one additional capacitor and, in the second arrangement, the at least one capacitor is to be coupled in parallel to the at least one additional capacitor.

5. The step-down power converter of claim 1, wherein, in the first arrangement, the inductor is to be coupled between the input port and the output port of the step-down power converter and, in the second arrangement, the inductor is to be coupled between a ground and the output port of the step-down power converter.

6. The step-down power converter of claim 1, wherein the second voltage signal to be generated at the output port of the step-down power converter is to be based, at least in part, on at least one reference voltage signal.

7. The step-down power converter of claim 6, wherein the at least one reference voltage signal is to be used, at least in part, to control operation of the first set of switches and the second set of switches.

8. A soft switched power converter comprising: a reconfigurable switched capacitor arrangement comprising:

a plurality of capacitors capable of being coupled to convert power at multiple distinct conversion ratios to correspond to multiple operative configurations of the soft switched power converter; and a plurality of switches comprising at least a first set of switches and a second set of switches to operate at one or more switch frequencies to alternately charge or discharge the plurality of capacitors so as to facilitate a capacitive energy transfer via soft switching the at least first and second set of switches; and a switched magnetic arrangement comprising at least one inductor to be in an electrical configuration with the reconfigurable switched capacitor arrangement so as to recover a majority of energy to be dissipated in parasitic resistances during the capacitive energy transfer.

9. The soft switched power converter of claim 8, and further comprising a controller to provide one or more control signals to the first and the second set of switches based, at least in part, on at least one of the following: an input voltage; an output voltage; a reference voltage; an intermediate voltage; or any combination thereof.

10. The soft switched power converter of claim 8, wherein the soft switched power converter is to generate an output voltage based, at least in part, on at least one of the following: an input voltage; a reference voltage; an intermediate voltage; or any combination thereof.

11. The soft switched power converter of claim 8, wherein a particular conversion ratio of the multiple distinct conversion ratios to be determined, at least in part, via a number of
capacitors to be included in a particular operative configuration of the multiple operative configurations of the soft switched power converter.

12. The soft switched power converter of claim 8, wherein the plurality of capacitors to be alternately charged or discharged at corresponding charge or discharge rates, at least one of the charge or the discharge rate to be determined, at least in part, by the at least one inductor.

13. The soft switched power converter of claim 8, wherein the soft switched power converter is to generate a plurality of output voltages based, at least in part, on at least one of the following: an input voltage; a reference voltage; an intermediate voltage; or any combination thereof.

14. The soft switched power converter of claim 13, wherein the plurality of output voltages comprise independent voltages capable of being regulated respectively, at least in part, via the switched magnetic arrangement.

15. A high power density power converter circuit to convert an input voltage to a plurality of regulated output voltages, the high power density power converter circuit comprising:

a first plurality of capacitors, a second plurality of capacitors, and an inductor to be coupled to the first and the second plurality of capacitors via a shared node; and

a plurality of switches to alternately arrange the inductor and the first and the second plurality of capacitors into a first switch configuration or a second switch configuration, the first and the second switch configurations to include the shared node,

wherein, in the first or the second switch configuration, the first plurality of capacitors is to charge and the second plurality of capacitors is to discharge at corresponding charge and discharge rates to be determined, at least in part, by the inductor.

16. The high power density power converter circuit of claim 15, wherein the plurality of regulated output voltages comprise independent voltages capable of being regulated respectively, at least in part, via the inductor.

17. The high power density power converter circuit of claim 15, wherein the high power density power converter circuit to comprise an integrated circuit (IC).

18. The high power density power converter circuit of claim 15, wherein the high power density power converter circuit to comprise one or more complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) switches.

19. The high power density power converter circuit of claim 15, wherein the inductor is included in an energy-recovering device.

20. The high power density power converter circuit of claim 15, wherein at least one of the plurality of regulated output voltages to provide an output signal to an electrical load, wherein the electrical load comprises at least one of the following: an actual load; an input impedance of another converter; or any combination thereof.
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